MINORITY POLICY AND SOCIOLOGY IN GERMAN AND POLISH DEMOCRACY IN THE INTERWAR PERIOD

Introduction

When I use the term *Minority Sociology* I use a term by German authors Kern (1982), Heckmann (1992), Estel/Mayer (1994), Imhoff (1994), which means nationality studies – certain sociological empirical research – in the mixed population areas after the First World War on the German and Polish side. These studies are rather unknown subjects in history of sociology in Germany mainly because of the lack of connection between historical and sociological research on the German side and because of the foreign Polish language and the lack of connection with international policy on the Polish side. Therefore the term *Minority Sociology* is only a hint; Kern (1982), for example, summarizes this tradition of social science generally under the term of social technique – and the contents and political aims of German minority research as well as the empirical studies during the Interwar Period by Humanistic sociologists, their intentions and especially the differences not mentioned.

My subject opens up the field of Interwar Period Sociology for further research. In this paper I would like to begin by giving some known historical facts for the installation of new sociological institutes in Interwar Period in German Reich and Poland too. Secondly, I would like to discuss some main German studies in this scientific field. What kind of minority policy can we learn from these studies? Thirdly, I will give an overview of the institutional defence against Polish nationality research on the German side. Finally, I would like to show the matter of official representation of Polish Minority Sociology as enemy-propaganda (Auslandspropaganda), which we can reconstruct based on German sociological studies and archival materials.

*Nadja Messerschmidt* – PhD in sociology, Berlin, nadja_messerschmidt@web.de
1. The installation of new sociological institutes in German Reich and Poland after the First World War

In the Interwar Period – after the recognition of the Second Polish Republic – many new sociological institutes for empirical research were installed in German Reich and Poland. The common aim of these new founded sociological institutes was strengthening the national minority rights. The main German institutes were: Hochschule für Politik, Berlin/Politisches Kolleg und Institut für Grenz- und Auslandsstudien (M. H. Boehm), Geographisches Seminar, Universität Breslau (R. S. Steinmetz), Institut für Agrar- und Siedlungsforschung, Berlin (M. Sering), Institut für Statistik der Minderheitsvölker, Universität Wien (W. Winkler). The main Polish institutes were: Instytut Sociologii, Poznań (F. Znaniecki), Instytut Gospodarstwa Społecznego, Warszawa; Instytut Badań Spraw Narodowościowych, Warszawa; Naukowy Instytut Żydowski; Instytut Śląskiej, Katowice; Instytut Bałtycki, Toruń.

These institutes had their subjects on minorities on the lost or gained territories with their mixed-population areas on the German and Polish side firstly because of the changed territorial map: Poland regained its old territorial borders, nearly like those from the period before the first partition. In fact, there were many regions formed as nationally mixed regions: German-Polish, Ukrainian-Polish, White Russian-Polish and Lithuanian-Polish regions as the borders with German Reich, Lithuania and the Soviet Union.

Secondly, the political order changed: The Wilson’s 14-Point-Programme after the First World War recognized the international Independence of the Second Polish Republic and its free and guaranteed admittance to the Baltic Sea with the international administration of Danzig; the Locarno Treaties intended the stabilization of the western borders of German Reich with the Entente; the struggle for minority rights in the eastern border regions between German Reich and Poland was supposed to be solved by the League of Nations and its section of minority right within Germany and Poland was represented from 1926 until 1933; we know the enforcement of riparian state policy by Stresemann and Briand until 1926. Moreover, we know about the international Movement of Pan-European Union by Coudenhove-Calergi from 1926 until 1932 with the aim to stabilize the eastern border of Central Europe by France, which was to play the same role as Great Britain in the West by Treaties of Locarno (so-called Locarno II) and their connection with the sociological research¹.

¹To the Pan-Europaen Movement s. Chodorowski 1999, Ziegerhofer-Prettenthaler
Thirdly, the economical order changed: Germany had to afford reparations according to the Dawes plan from 1924.

Fourthly, there were strong nationalist movements in the Interwar period in Germany and Poland as well: the Polish Socialists intended the assimilation of the German minority in Poland by passive political instruments – like agricultural laws – and the reconstruction of Jagellonian Union connected with historical claims against Lithuania, Ukraine, White Russia within a federal multi-confessional state. The National Democrats had historical claims against the East and the West and that is why they were in conflict with the Socialists and their only claim to the East within a Polish national state. They intended the territorial closure of Great Poland (Posen, West and East Prussia, and Silesia) and the western expansion as the historical mission by Piast legitimation, which was to reach the reslavization of East Prussia; it should have become a relatively autonomous republic with the help of a strategic pact with Russia aiming at the expansion to Prussia and Galicia and loosing its German minority by active political instruments, whereas from 1926 the reconstruction of Jagellonian Union within a central national state was intended without this pact.

German nationalist pressure groups on the other side – so-called Deutschtumsverbände – undermined the League of Nation with the policy of revision. But what kind of policy was it? What were the patterns of this policy of revision?

My main thesis is: The mentioned institutes in German Reich and in the Second Polish Republic were rooted in different – old and new – political contexts: in the context of the old policy proclaimed by anti-republican circles in Germany in the connection with the First World War and in the context of the Pan-European movement in Poland (and other countries too). This difference – the difference between old and new contexts – generated the conflict between Minority Sociology in Germany and in Poland and their aims. As a result it led to the conflict between two types of empirical research according to intended Minority policy and resulted in the defence and displacement of Polish empirical sociological research.

What do the German minority studies tell us about this conflict? Why and how were the Polish studies mentioned and represented, and what do the German archives especially tell us? Why were Polish sociologists seen as the representatives of enemy propaganda – so-called Auslandspropaganda?


When we analyze the German sociological studies in this field we can find out the Minority policy which is inscribed into those studies. That is the political-historical level of my subject. What kind of minority policy and global aims can we read from the studies? Furthermore: both sides used different concepts, terms and methods within different international political contexts. That is the scientific-historical level of my subject. What concepts, terms, data and methods were used; especially how was the term *nationality* on the German side defined and used?

### 2. German Minority policy against Poland

People’s land registry, Census of Deutschtum and the Nationality statistics of Wilhelm Winkler, Settlement-research of Max Sering and other studies belonged to the so-called eastern-research (*Ostforschung*) with its long tradition in the 19th century. After the First World War this kind of *Deutschtumsforschung* (the research about German minorities in East-European countries and Russia too) was reinstalled under the leadership of *Deutscher Schutzbund* – a pressure group and product of the First World War. This pressure group proclaimed the „East German Republic” and „East state” in 1918/19, organized the plebiscites in 1920 and integrated many national pressure groups and scientific institutes in the Interwar Period – especially the research on topics like German damages because of territorial losses: juristic, ethnographical, geographical, cultural, economical, historical, statistical research – and included its own sociological institutes.

Until 1933 under the leadership of Deutscher Schutzbund – the former *Deutschtumsforschung* – adopted a very aggressive form of Ethno policy and had – as its practical side – its own structures of organizations, own communities with own political, cultural and economical aims, the so-called *Deutschtumsarbeit* with its main centre in Bromberg (so-called 5er Ausschuss der Deutschen Partei) around the *Deutschtumsbund zur Wahrung...*
The first example I discuss here is people’s land registry ordered from Deutscher Schutzbund in 1927 of German settlements in Galicia, Yugoslavia, Hungary and Slovakia, later of a part of Romania (Siebenbürgen), whole Poland and parts of Soviet Union as descriptions of populations. The data was handled as „statistical primary data” (so-called Stammrollen or statistisches Urmaterial) and later the Nazis could use it. How did the registers work?

The people’s land registry used the census of Pomeranian people by Franz Semrau (1927) as model. This census defined Pomerania as a room of German culture in the comparison and against the Polish census in 1921. This census described the nationality by belonging to the state and faith – that census defined a language nation. The census handled objective dates of mother language and confessional dates as subjective dates of belonging to a German cultural community. In this way Cashubes, Masurian People and Czechs were included as Germanized people. The census data of the Minority census of 1910 and protestant and catholic church register as basic data, and described with a various criteria the organization of the „legal” (located and displaced) people in comparison to the Polish official census of 1921. The people’s land registry of Galicia, Yugoslavia, Hungary and Slovakia now – in 1927 – were installed to give a picture of the real and the expected relations of power according to the growing or declining danger of Polonization and Slavization.

The people’s land registry used two questionnaires:

1. The first questionnaire gave a description of the economical and social situation of German minority in Galicia against the danger of Polonization because of the conflict between Polish and Ukrainian people.
Census data of Polish, Ukrainian, German, Jewish people in all districts was collected; the movement of population was described by age, faith, absolute and relative dates of birth and death; the data for the social economical and cultural organization was the number of children, illnesses, schools and business.

2. The second questionnaire gave a description of the social organization in South Slavia (Yugoslavia) against the dangers of Slavization and Hungarian integration. Serbs, Croats and Slovenians were seen as State nations and got separated from the German population defined as minority because of another language and faith. The relation between State nation and minority was described with scales from the „pure” German settlement to „mixed” settlements and their comparison; national leaders, German organizations, business movements and the closeness of population in comparison to the state nations gave a picture of measures of Germanization.

Why were these masses of data collected?

Firstly: The collection of demographical and sociological materials should strengthen the cultural autonomy of German minorities in Poland and other countries too. This aim was legitimated by the law of cultural autonomy of Estonia in 1917; the construction of „überstaatliche Volksgemeinschaft” as a subject of international law was discussed by the European Nationality Congress (Hannah Arendt (1951) mentioned it). The archival materials about the Deutschtumsbund zur Wahrung der Minderheitenrechte in Polen (1921-1932, during the First World War Deutscher Volksrat, later Deutsche Partei, from 1923 Deutsche Vereinigung für Sejm und Senat; Pendantorganization Volksbund in Austria) tell us, that on this basis a whole organization of Deutschum – as German cultural community – was installed in Poland with its own vote systems, national leaders and special rank administration.

---

10 These are the following documents in Bundesarchiv Berlin-Lichterfelde (BABl)/Abteilung If: Vorschlag einer Neuorganisation des deutschen Volkstums in Polen, 1923/24; Richtlinien für die Schaffung einer deutschen Kulturautonomie, 19.12.1924; Kirchenverfassung, 1925; Organisation des deutschen Volkstums, Wegener,
Secondly: The strength of the cultural autonomy of German minorities in Poland and other countries was planned against Russian expansion in Central Europe. The actual political background was the Treaty of Rаполло, the Baltic policy of Stresemann, the entrance of Germany and Poland into the League of Nations and the closer connections of the National Democrats with France from 1926. So the people’s land registry accompanied the constructive Baltic policy of Stresemann to give this policy an expansive, aggressive direction. The archival material from 1927 tells us under the terms of European and German aims about the aims of this research: the exclusion of a French-Baltic-union by the help of implantation a closed room of settlement together with the whole group of Auslandsdeutschum and the economical leadership of Great Germany. A new order of Europe was planned on the basis of a corporate ethnic group right, which could guarantee the claim of that state and its borders. – We can say, that the common aim of the government and nationalist pressure groups to exclude a French-Baltic-union combined with the projected change of territories during this time – Lithuania and Memel against Danzig and Weichselcorridor – legitimized this kind of research. Later the studies were used against the Auslandspropaganda of the Poles in France by the Stiftung für Volks- und Kulturbodenforschung 11.

Thirdly: The Deutscher Schutzbund underlined the key role of German bor-

18.3.1925, in: BABL R 8043/133.
der minorities and installed a complete structure of propaganda into the Deutsche Reich.\textsuperscript{12} In this context the constitution of Estonia – the law of cultural autonomy – was seen as a model for the aim of the constitutional restoration of Poland. The main aim was a unitary federal state under the German hegemony with its basis on German border minorities – ethnic, racial and faith difference would be overcome and a Polish buffer state against the Soviet Union should include Poland into this concept by the occasion of a conflict. Polish people would become Germanized. – Therefore the other term \textit{Europe between (Zwischeneuropa)} defined a closed united settlement room between the German and Russian border which could have been used as the basis for the unity of Germany and Austria\textsuperscript{13}. In this way Germany would be a stronger and more reliable partner for the allies than a homogeny Polish national state or a Pan-European union, which would dissolve the European world of states in a split federal structure\textsuperscript{14}.

The second example I discuss here is the \textit{Nationality statistics} by Wilhelm Winkler at the University of Vienna. This sociological instrument was developed and used from 1923 as a so-called „Fight-“ or „Struggle statistic“ for the expected entrance of Germany into the League of Nations\textsuperscript{15}. It was developed as an alternative form of census and functioned in competition to the official Polish and Czech census. The Nationality statistics wanted to correct this census data. How, what were their main terms and measures?

\textit{Firstly:} „Volkstum“ was defined as a language-, descent- und cultural community; the term defined the German minorities as a whole collective.

\textit{Secondly:} Winkler raised the question „What nationality do you feel you belong to?“ In the First World War this question was developed due to the problem of bilingual speakers; later, plebiscites used the same question in the Nationality statistics and made in such a way subjective decisions to an object of international law. Winkler handled the answers as subjective

\begin{footnotes}
\item[13]The term „Zwischeneuropa“ was mainly used by Stiftung für Volks- und Kulturbo
denforschung and by settlement researches and politicians, s. documents in Stadtarchiv Leipzig (SAL) in: Stiftung für Volks- und Kulturbo
denforschung, Kap. 4 Nr. 30 (ab 1926), Kap. 36 Nr. 174 (ab 1927); Denkschrift Sering, Das Nationalität
\end{footnotes}
confessions. The principle of a subjective confession was used for nationality census and was combined with the descriptions of masses (the comparison of a mother language, colloquial speech, national belonging and religious confession described the relation between the Nation (majority) and minority (nationality) and socio-economical structures between them. The objective data of a language and subjective data of nationality-belonging (confession) broke off social or economical influences and handled this category as a category of justice. By means the term nationality was introduced as a category of international law and policy.

*Thirdly:* This kind of census was the basis for the description of minorities as collectives. Winkler saw the reason for that necessity in the difference of language and state-frontiers. German minorities were seen as language islands or groups. The frontiers of a language were described within the new state-borders and this was evident in the relation of majorities and minorities. This kind of census method was able to describe the German cultural community and its development in opposition to the state. Especially this method was the basis for the defined differences between minorities: so-called expansive (Eroberungs-), immigrate (Einwanderungs-) and home (erbgesessene) minorities – and only the last should have got minority rights – the others were to lose their rights. The census data was seen in comparison to Polish and Czechoslovakia official census of 1921 and wanted to install petitions for minority rights into the League of Nations; they were seen as statistics for the description of the development of *Deutschtum* and used as the right of veto against the integration of German minority in the new East European states. The method of Nationality statistics was varied for many regional studies, for example in former Congress Poland.

It is evident, that the German Minority policy of Interwar Period translated the aims of German and Austrian War policy – the foundation of a Polish buffer state against Russia /Soviet Union – under the new political circumstances in terms of culture and as political aims. Border revisions were mentioned, but this was not the main and direct aim. The unity of the German cultural nation and the enforcement of minority rights were the topics. So the methods of research have to explain the connection of German ethnic groups and the connection with their mother or homeland.
3. Institutional defence against Polish expansion to the West and minority research on the German side

The commission *Landeskundliche Kommision*, founded by von Beseler, the governor-general of Warsaw in 1915, marked the beginning of scientific works – especially economical, ethnographical and historical works – about Poland with the aim to cut off the connection with Russia. Which international context was the German nationality research in Interwar Period placed?

From 1923 the Pan-European policy – a large movement with prominent members by the diplomat Coudenhove-Calergi and supported by Stresemann and Brian until 1932 – planned a federal pact of European states from Portugal to Poland against the expected weakening of Europe because of the growing conflict between Great Britain and Russia in terms of their influence upon Central Europe. In the largest frame this federation wanted to make Europe stronger against the influence of USA and Asia. That is why especially the German-French-question (about Rhine, Saar, reparations, colonies and the Polish Corridor too) had to be solved and its solution could only be reached via the German-Polish agreement. So the Pan-European policy wanted to loosen the German-French question upon the corridor out of dual relations and move it on a higher, international level, where Poland got a new key role for Peace policy in Central Europe.

These aims of Pan-European movement gave the reason for the German side to install special practices of defence against the Polish expansion to the West and research. We can reconstruct it with following activities:

- East congress by Deutscher Schutzbund from 1920
- Funds for scientific counter-propaganda, from 1922

---

*16 S. documents: Schriftwechsel Beseler/Reichskanzler, Erforschung Polens, Warschau, 27.10. 1915, Schriftwechsel Beseler/Penck, in: BAK N 210, Nr. 121, „Aktion zur Förderung der Auslandsstudien“, in: SAL DZA II, Rep. 76, Va, Sekt.1, Tit. VII, Nr. 84; Sekt. 2, Tit. IV, Nr. 36 und Nr. 69; Sekt. 4, Tit. IV, Nr. 50.

17 „The French-German-Polish pact, and Czech automatically too, is the basis of Pan-Europe.” (original German) in: Coudenhove-Kalergi 1927: 6; s. especially Ziegerhofer-Pretententhaler 2003: 75-84, 131-156, 201-209, 464-473.


19 Einrichtung des Fonds für wissenschaftliche Abwehrpropaganda, 1922, in: PAAA R 60430.
• National political tasks of sciences (K. C. Loesch, 1922)\textsuperscript{20} – scientifi-
cultural and scientific political outlines east-central-European cultural
cultural and scientific political outlines east-central-European cultural
• General cultural political outlines (K. C. Loesch, 1928)\textsuperscript{22}
• antitheses works by the Publikationsstelle Dahlem, which had
to watch all new Polish works together with Ostforschungsinstitut/Ostlandberichte\textsuperscript{23}.

4. The official representation of Polish minority sociology as enemy-propaganda – „Auslandspropaganda”

From 1926 the Pan-European frame created the National Democrats possi-
ability to put Polish interests over the German ones, because Poland got the
French protection of its Eastern borders. Behind this nationalistic back-
the German-Polish conflict was focused upon Pomerania and the Polish
Corridor, which was seen as the basis for the development of Poland by Po-
l political, historians and sociologists too. If on the other hand now
accordingly to German interests – the territorial belonging of Pomerania
to Poland was modified, then the border definitions of the Entente would
lose their character as compromise, a danger and expectation formulated by
Florian Znaniecki in „The sociology of the struggle for Pomerania” (1934/
translated from Polish 1931):

„Poland does not only tend to maintain Pomerania, but to utilize it for a free
political and economic expansion by way of the Baltic Sea. Pomerania has,
thus, not only the usual significance of a fragment of the state territory,
but it plays also the role of a special instrument for the development of the
state group. (...) If the expansive tendencies of the Polish state by way of
Pomerania are really spontaneous and strong, then an inevitable effect of

\textsuperscript{20}S. documents: wissenschaftlich-politische Tagung der Mittelstelle für zwischeneu-
päische Arbeit - Die national-politische Aufgabe der Wissenschaft, Loesch 1922, in: PAAA
R 60380.
\textsuperscript{21}S. documents: Grundlagen und Ziele ostmitteleuropäischer Kulturpolitik, Boehm
1927, in: PAAA R 60319.
\textsuperscript{22}S. documents: Allgemeine kulturpolitische Richtlinien, Loesch, 1928, in: PAAA R
60318.
\textsuperscript{23}S. documents: Ostlandberichte, 1928, in: BABL R 8043/991.
the German tendency to take Pomerania in order to gain immediate contact with Danzig and East Prussia will be the growth of a Polish tendency to take the rest of the Baltic shore from Colberg to Memel. If the conflict between the states continues, it must become as a matter of sociological necessity a struggle for the entire shore. The present borders are an attempt at a compromise which the aggressiveness of Germany is turning into a failure.”

From those years we find documents about Polish scientific activities in German archives generally summarized under the term of Auslandspropaganda: Firstly we find documents from 1925 about:

1. the foundation of the Baltic Institute in Thorn in 1925 and the membership of Florian Znaniecki in its commission – the institute, which formulated the aims of West-research as an applied science in 1925 with the topics of:
   - the inseparable connection of Pomerania and Poland,
   - the support of Polish research about the Baltic Sea,
   - the research about East-Prussia in contrast to the German research about the Polish Corridor.

Secondly – during the decline of Pan-European policy from 1931/32 we find

2. the whole programmes of conferences, so-called Pommerellenkundliche Tagungen between 1930 and 1939;

3. reports about the sociographical commission of the Shlesian Institute in Kattowitz in 1933/34, 1936, 1938 and the translation of the study by Józef Chałasiński to the voting behaviour in Uppershlesia, 1935 (The German-Polish Antagonism in the manufactory settlement Kopalnia in Uppershlesia).

---

24 S. Znaniecki 1934 (1931): 37 f.
4. the paper reports about connected Institutions: for example the Co-
national of Poland, the Institute for mental cooperation of the League
of Nations and the Lednicki-group of the Pan-Europaen Union 1932\textsuperscript{28}.

Conclusions

This paper discusses the matter of official representation of Humanistic so-
ciology in German archives with its topic of German-Polish relation under
the title of \textit{Auslandspropaganda/Westforschung} and their general displa-
cement. Based on the analysis of German archival and scientific material
themselves – two German studies are exemplarily discussed there – this
paper shows their reasonably German-nationalist political forces.

In a historical and comparative perspective the archival documents can
show us the relation of a competition between two kinds of empirical na-
tionality research and help us to explore the reasons of negotiation and
displacement of Polish nationality research\textsuperscript{29}. A special question here is:
was there a simple relation of a competition between the so-called German
East- and Polish West-research, where the Polish sociology was represen-
ted? Or do we have to complete this antithesis by the correction? The more
general question here is: Are there any traditions in the social and cultu-
rals sciences, which can be taken up for a multi-ethnical Minority policy of
integration of modern national societies today?

The Polish scientific centres were destroyed by the Nazi-Regime; the
German nationality research itself as a part of German East-research was
dissolved after 1933, because it was not necessary any longer. The men-
tioned archival documents can help us to reconstruct and understand the
complicate historical background of Interwar Period and especially the gre-
atest worth and significance of Polish nationality research, which intended
the sociological analysis and social weakening of polarizing political forces
based on a modified self perception of the Polish noble nation and the re-
presentation and recognition of the Polish nation as a historical cultural
nation within an international political field.

\textsuperscript{28}S. documents: Polenpropaganda/Westforschung, in: BADH R 153/32.
\textsuperscript{29}To the terms „Polish West-research”, „Poznan’s School of West”, „nationality studies”
s. Kwilecki 1975, Symonolewicz 1943/44: 57-125; also Robinson 1928. Four nationality
studies are discussed in my PhD monograph (Messerschmidt, 2006): Orsini-Rosenberg
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Nadja Messerschmidt

POLITYKA WOBEC MNIEJSZOŚCI A SOCJOLOGIA W NIEMCZECH
I POLSCE W OKRESIE MIĘDZYWOJENNYM

Streszczenie

W artykule omówiony został konflikt polityczny, który wyłonił się w dwudziestoleciu
międzywojennym, pomiędzy dwiema tradycjami uprawiania tzw. socjologii grup mniejszościowych: niemiecką Deutschumsforschung oraz polską socjologią humanistyczną i jej
empirycznym podejściem uprawianym w Poznaniu przez Floriana Znanieckiego. Te dwie
tradycje socjologiczne były zakorzenione w dwóch odmiennych kontekstach politycz-
nych: w kontekście starej polityki głoszonej przez antyrepublikańskie kręgi w Niemczech
w związku z I wojną światową oraz w kontekście ruchu paneuropejskiego w Polsce (i w in-
nych krajach).
Ta różnica – różnica pomiędzy starym i nowym kontekstem – wywołała konflikt pomiędzy
socjologią dotyczącą mniejszości w Niemczech i w Polsce oraz jej celami. Doprowadziło
to w efekcie do konfliktu pomiędzy dwoma typami badań empirycznych, a co za tym
idzie, do sporu na temat planowanej polityki wobec mniejszości. W rezultacie pojawiła
się konieczność obrony polskiego ujęcia empirycznego i pewne zmiany w obrębie tego
nurta.
Zatem w niniejszej pracy omówiono przede wszystkim niemiecką obronę instytucjonalną
wobec podejścia badaczy polskich oraz ich obecność w archiwach niemieckich. Artykuł
zawiera również argumenty polityczno-historyczne, aby zwrócić uwagę na potrzebę głęb-
szych analiz dotyczących polskiej socjologii w okresie międzywojennym.

∗Ten artykuł jest poprawioną wersją mojego wykładu na konferencji: Teoretyczne
Podstawy Socjologii Wiedzy – edycja III, Sesja tematyczna: Zastosowania, Rekonstrukcje
(Zielonogórski Instytut Socjologii) 7/8.12.2010 i jest oparty na mojej pracy doktorskiej
(Messerschmidt 2006) o tym samym tytule.